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QUANTIFICATION OF MICROBIAL INACTIVATION. 

Establishing the mechanism to quantify the level of microbial inactivation is essential in 
developinq the format and requirements of the guidance protocols. Microbial inactivation 
("kill") is equated to "Loglo kill" which defined earlier, is translated into the following 
formula: 

Log10 kill = Log10 (CFUlg Introduced ) - Loglo (CFU/g Recovered) 

Where, 

Loglo kill is equivalent to the term Loglo Reduction 

"Introduced" is the number of viable test micro-organism recovered after the Medical 
Waste treatment ; and 

"CFUkj" are Colony Forming Units per gram of Medical Waste Solids. 

For those Medical Waste treatment process, that can maintain the intearitv of the 
biological indicator carrier (i.e. ampules, plastic strips) of the desired microbiological test 
strain, commercially available biological indicators of the required strain and 
concentration can be easily placed, recovered and cultured to demonstrate medical 
waste treatment process efficacy. 

For those Medical Waste Treatment mechanism (shredder, Crusher.) that cannot 
ensure or provide inteqritv of the biological indicator carrier, quantitative measurement of 
eficacv reauires two-step approach. This First step, the "control" is typically performed 
usina microbial cultures (i.e. liquid suspensions) of wedetermined concentrations 
necessary to ensure a sufficient microbial recovery at the end of this steD. The microbial 
suspension is added to a standardised surrogate medical waste load that is processed 
under normal operating conditions without the addition to of the microbial inactivation 
agent (i.e. heat, chemicals). Standard loads mav vary de~endina on the various 
treatment challenaes (i.e. high moisture content, high organic load, high density) 
required of the equipment. After processinn, waste samples are collected and washed to 
recover the biological indicator or~anisms in the sample. Recovered micro-organism 
suspension are plated to quantify microbial recoverv. The number of viable micro- 
oraanism recovered serves as a baseline auantitv for comparison to the number of 
recovered micro-organism from wastes proceed with the microbial inactivation agent. 
The required number of recovered viable indicator micro-organism from the "Control" 
must be equal to or greater than the number of micro-organism required to demonstrate 
the prescribed Log reduction as defined in Level Ill (i.e., a 6 Loglo reduction for 
vegetative micro-organisms and a 4 Loglo reduction for vegetative micro-organisms and 
















